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Abstract

Mammography has long been considered as the primary technique in breast

cancer detection and assessment. Despite low specificity, mammography has

been preferred over other contemporary techniques such as magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT) and ultrasonography (US) due to

superior sensitivity and significant health economic benefits. The development

of a new technique, a limited angle cone beam pseudo-three-dimensional

tomosynthesis, digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT), has gained momentum.

Several preliminary studies and ongoing trials are showing evidence of the

benefits of DBT in improving lesion visibility, accuracy of cancer detection and

observer performance. This raises the possibility of adoption of DBT in the

breast cancer assessment clinic, wherein confirming or dismissing the presence

of malignancy (at the potential site identified during screening) is of utmost

importance. Identification of suspected malignancy in terms of lesion

characteristics and location is also essential in assessment. In this literature

review, we evaluate the role of DBT for use in breast cancer assessment and its

future in biopsy.

Introduction

Mammography has been widely adopted as the primary

screening tool in breast cancer detection and assessment.

The biggest challenge in mammography continues to be

the ability to adequately represent the complex three-

dimensional (3D) breast architecture and its subtle

anatomical changes in a two-dimensional view.

Mammography delineates a representation of the breast

without a quantifiable measure of depth. This not only

limits the visibility of lesions by increasing the obscurity

from overlapping tissue (the ‘overlap effect’),1 but may

also cause distortion in lesion characteristics due to firm

compression.2 Inherent low X-ray attenuation differences

between cancerous and non-cancerous tissues in dense

breasts may further contribute to inferior contrast

resolution in mammography. These limitations result in

reduced lesion visibility and may adversely affect the

decisions made by readers. Due to these shortfalls, the

range of sensitivity of mammography is 70–90% and

specificity is 60–80%.3

Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) (Fig. 1), a pseudo-

three-dimensional X-ray imaging technique, has recently

been integrated into clinical use. The results of several

pilot studies4–23 and trials15,16,24,25 have suggested that

DBT not only has the potential to substantially eliminate

the tissue ‘overlap effect’1 but also can potentially reduce

recall rates at screening (~17%),4,14,15,21 improve lesion

visibility,4,6–8,10,19,21 increase cancer detection (~51%
(total),15 40% (invasive cancers)26,27), increase diagnostic

accuracy13,14 and improve patient comfort.1,28

Most of the above studies focused primarily on the

use of DBT for breast cancer screening. The primary

objective of screening is cancer detection, that is,

identifying the presence of possible malignancy (Fig. 2).

This is essential to the purpose of screening, which
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includes preventive health care and early detection of

carcinoma. In breast cancer assessment, the focus is

shifted towards confirming or dismissing the presence

of malignancy at the site of the potential abnormality

detected at screening (Fig. 2). The role of assessment in

cases of suspected malignancy involves lesion

localisation, identification of lesion characteristics

(including margins and extent) and cancer type (with

information obtained by imaging-guided percutaneous

biopsy) (Fig. 2). Additionally, in equivocal cases where

no discrete lesion amenable to biopsy is identified,

assessment may include recommendations for an early

review on a case-by-case basis, enabling a second look

at the abnormality. The effect of use of DBT in such

scenarios is the focus of this literature review.

Initially, women undergo breast cancer assessment

after being recalled for further examination due to

presence of suspicious findings during screening. Hence,

the prevalence rate (PR) of cancer in assessment

(PR ≥ 10%; 16%29 to 49%30) is much higher than that

of screening (PR~1%; 0.8%15). The anticipated

probability of the presence of malignancy, if known,

impacts perception and search strategies31 of the

readers thereby impacting the reporting of the

borderline lesions.32 Accurately identifying normal and

benign lesions to reassure cancer-free women is also

crucial in assessment. Very few studies12,17,27,29,30,33–38

have focused on evaluating the efficacy of DBT in

assessment. Due to scarcity of literature, the advantages

of use of DBT in assessment are not well understood;

however, the results of DBT in screening appear

promising and raise the possibility of the successful use

of DBT in assessment clinics.

Methods

We reviewed articles from 1997 till 2016 that have

specifically evaluated (1) use of DBT in assessment

clinic, (2) use of DBT in biopsy, (3) compared DBT

with workup-view and/or spot-view mammography

(SVM) and (4) focused on lesions’ characteristics. Our

search criteria consisted of keywords ‘breast cancer

assessment’, ‘breast diagnosis’, ‘breast lesion

characterization’, ‘breast biopsy’, ‘masses’, ‘calcification’

that were used together ‘DBT’ (and ‘tomosynthesis’ in

a separate attempt). The searches were performed on

three databases: (1) Web of Science, (2) Cross-Search

(University’s search database) and (3) Google Scholar.

Results: Use of DBT in Assessment
Clinic

Efficacy: sensitivity, specificity

Several assessment-based studies4–23,27,37 have been

conducted to compare the performance of DBT with

Figure 1. Schematic of standard digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) system where an X-ray source moves in an arc and steps and shoots an X-ray

beam that falls on the breast compressed between the compression paddle and the support plate. The digital breast image obtained for each

acquisition of the moving X-ray source is then processed via a software program to obtain 3D-like DBT images.
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digital mammography (DM)5–16,18–23 and SVM,17 either

in a standalone mode (DBT alone)4–17 or in combined

mode (DBT as an adjunct to DM or SVM).5,18–23,30

An early study has noted that 75% of the radiologists

deemed DBT in combined mode with DM to be

comparable or superior to mammography workup views

in an assessment clinic.12 A consensus for the diagnosis of

atypical ductal hyperplasia and intraductal papilloma

lesions was also noted, with 100% of readers reporting

DBT in combined mode with DM to be comparable or

superior to a mammography workup scenario.12 DBT

also reportedly simplifies the workup2 and is comparable

to spot-view mammogram.2,17 Waldherr et al.20 observed

an increased sensitivity and specificity of 91.9% and

87.5%, respectively, by using DBT in combined mode

with DM for symptomatic women while evaluating lesion

visibility and detection rate of these two techniques.

The reported sensitivity and specificity of DBT

(88.7%, 93.8%) in stand-alone mode, however, was

predominantly higher as compared to DM.20 Also, one-

view DBT was found to be superior for dense breasts

when compared with two-view DM.38 DBT has also been

linked with increased radiologists’ confidence in the

assessment clinic.37

A study focusing primarily on distinct assessment of

breast cancers, reported statistically significant

improvement in radiologists’ diagnostic performance with

DBT (combined mode with DM) as compared to DM

alone.30 This study reported an increase in sensitivity

(both overall and lesion location specific), specificity, area

under receiver operating curve characteristics (AUC) and

jackknife free-response receiver operating characteristic

figure of merit.30 Another study39 reported similar results.

A specificity value of 60%21 for DM in screening suggests

that for every three women correctly diagnosed as being

cancer free, two women will be falsely suspected as

Figure 2. Workflow of screening and assessment scenarios, describing the steps involved in diagnosing breast cancer. The screening process is

the first step in breast cancer detection, followed by assessment if suspicious findings are identified during screening.
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potentially having cancer and will undergo unnecessary

further diagnostic assessment that may include percutaneous

tissue biopsy (core or fine needle) in addition to the workup

views. The diagnostic workup generally requires at least one

additional form of imaging such as SVM, US or MRI. It has

been noted that the false positive diagnosis in screening

leads to unnecessary examinations at a rate of 21% for

biopsy and 50% for US.29 This not only increases the patient

anxiety and reduces the cost effectiveness of screening but

may also increase the risk of additional radiation exposure

(due to workup views). Preliminary results from the

Victoria (Australia) trial suggest that use of DBT in

assessment could provide a statistically significant reduction

in the rate of unnecessary biopsy (from 16.7% without DBT

to 11.8% with DBT) and a reduction in the need to use

ultrasound imaging (from 58.0% to 50.1%).29 Similarly,

initial results from a UK trial36 suggests that DBT increases

the accuracy of assessment when used as an adjunct to DM,

although these results were not statically significant. Full

results from the trials (TOMMY36 and Victoria29) are not

yet available; however, preliminary results suggest that use of

DBT in assessment could lead to superior lesion localisation,

significant reduction in unnecessary biopsies and could also

reduce additional workup views17 and ultrasound29

requirements.

Lesion Visibility

Inherent low X-ray attenuation differences among

cancerous and non-cancerous glandular, stromal

fibroglandular and epithelial tissues of the breast increase

the complexity of the assessment in breast cancers. The

characteristics of radiographic morphology of the breast

that have been considered as risk indicators are:

1 Peripheral characteristics:

1.1 Parenchymal pattern (formed mostly by

functional/glandular tissues)

1.2 Breast density

2 Focal characteristics:

2.1 Masses non-specific density (NSD)

2.2 Architectural distortion (AD)

2.3 Calcifications

Suspicious lesions, broadly classified into four categories –
mass (with or without calcifications), calcifications, NSD

and AD, manifest themselves in various patterns (such

as spiculated masses, clustered calcifications) that

radiologists recognise. Accurate identification, followed by

dismissal if normal, or biopsy of suspicious lesions of the

breast, contribute to the successful assessment of breast

cancer.40,41

DBT has been shown to provide superior lesion

visibility due to reduced tissue superimposition (overlap

effect).4,6–8,10,19,21 Studies have asserted a statistically

significant improvement in visibility of breast tissues,19

particularly for spiculated lesions,37 whereas others

determined a statistically significant improvement in

visibility of malignant cases only.8 Reports of improved

definition of multifocal,2 multicentric,2 or bilateral invasive

lobular carcinoma (ILC) imply an efficient upfront

assessment of these cases.27 Waldheer et al.20 have also

argued that delineation of radial distortions of low-density

lesions, demarcation of small lesions and assessment of

lesion margins is superior in DBT. Improved visibility of

directionally oriented texture pattern converging towards

the nipple,42 alongside reduction in structural noise and

volumetric visualisation is the key to such superiority.

Improved conspicuity in DBT has also been associated

with enhanced background-to-lesion contrast resulting

from reconstruction algorithms.43,44

The effect of DBT on various radiographic morphology

characteristics of lesions has been summarised in Table 1.

Mass

According to the BI-RADS standards,45 masses are

defined as convex space-occupying lesions seen in at least

two orthogonal views. Masses are often benign. The

shape, texture and appearance of the surrounding region,

in conjunction with the mass itself, are used to identify

suspicious lesions. According to Sickles, although

multinodular or spiculated margins can sometimes be

associated with malignancy, a poorly defined mass with

irregular contours is a more common early sign of

malignancy.46,47 It was also observed that masses

surrounded by radiodense fibroglandular tissue and

containing no calcifications are often hard to detect on

mammograms.46 The overlap effect explains the

confounded and restricted visibility of lesions caused by

the surrounding tissues, which may also obscure the

irregular contours of lesions.

DBT, with the potential to eliminate the confounding

information caused by structural noise, has been found to

improve the visibility of masses.12,27,42,48–50 Even at low

contrast resolution, DBT can detect masses of size larger

than 8 mm,37,51 a size that was often missed by DM.

Studies have shown that DBT could detect a spiculated

mass2 of about 7 mm, for which the DM shows no

suspicious finding.2 It has also been noted that spiculated

masses that are often missed on DM are more clearly

seen in DBT.44 Furthermore, in an assessment scenario,

DBT is statistically significantly superior to DM in lesion

size evaluation, which may be an important consideration

for biopsy and surgical management.35

Loss of edge characteristics of lesions has been reported

with very low-radiation dose acquisition in DBT. This is
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mostly a problem in case of calcifications, however, low

dose acquisition of malignant masses that become

circumscribed over a period of time42 may result in

borderline cases being misdiagnosed. It may also explain

why DBT does not lead to improved detection in ILC.10

In DM, ILC often presents itself as a spiculated mass,

however, it may also appear as an area of AD, NSD and,

sometimes, it can even be radiographically occult.44 A

side-by-side study of discrepant cases (cases that were

marked by the same reader as suspicious in one modality

but negative or probably benign in other modality) has

found that ILC in DBT are clearly seen as spiculated

masses. A recent study27 specifically evaluated ILC and

reported that DBT significantly improves the detection

ILC (both calcified and non-calcified lesions). Edge

determination and more precise lesion definition by DBT

have the potential to greatly influence patient care as it

may improve biopsy confidence and technique.

NSD

BI-RADS45 defines asymmetry as planar, interspersedly

fatty and lacking 3D conspicuity and convexity. Focal and

global are the two types of asymmetric NSD seen in

breasts. Global asymmetry is observed more commonly

and is considered normal unless the degree of asymmetry

is too high, additional mammographic signs are present

and/or the patient is symptomatic. On the other hand,

focal asymmetry is often concerning and is more

problematic in dense breasts, where surrounding

glandular tissue or benign masses may obscure a tumour.

Accompanying distortion may cause retraction of normal

tissue.46 It has been reported that the focal density in

DBT is often presented as an ill-defined mass.33

Studies12,27,42,49,50 have found that the 3D nature of DBT

assists in improved visibility of NSD.

AD

Because of its inherent 3D nature, DBT not only

improves the visibility of ADs27,49,52 but also reduces the

pseudo-AD effects.42 Reportedly, ADs were often missed

in DM.53,54 With the aid of DBT, ADs that would

otherwise remain undetected in DM can be revealed.52

Improved detectability of AD in DBT as compared to

other workup imaging techniques such as SVM, US and

MRI (Table 2) increases the possibility of use of DBT in

assessment. Improved performance of DBT in detecting

AD over DM is a significant advance as AD is the leading

characteristic of missed cancers.42

Table 1. The effect of digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) on various radiographic morphology characteristics of lesions.

Advantages Disadvantages Conflicting findings

Masses Improved visibility as compared to

digital mammography

(DM)12,27,42,48–50

Can detect masses of size larger

than 8 mm37,51

Can detect spiculated mass2 of

about 7 mm2

Spiculated masses are clearly seen44

Superior to DM in lesion size

evaluation35

Loss of edge characteristics may be

seen on low radiation dose DBT

images

Does not lead to improved detection

in invasive lobular carcinoma

(ILC) 10; however another study has

reported that ILC in DBT are clearly

seen as spiculated masses44

Calcification Loss in calcification characteristics

and morphology may be seen1,10,42
Inferior performance of DBT as

compared to DM49,50 has been

reported; although one study has

also reported comparable

performance56

Non-specific density Improved visibility as compared to

DM12,27,42,49,50

Focal density is often presented as

an ill-defined mass33

Architectural

distortion (AD)

Improved visibility as compared to

DM27,49,52

Reduced pseudo-AD effects42

Improved detectability in DBT as

compared to DM and other workup

imaging techniques52
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Calcifications

Sickles, in his ‘mammographic features of early breast

cancer’ studies, has identified the importance of the

presence of calcifications in breast disease.46 In spite of

being mostly benign and potentially hard to detect,

calcifications, based on shapes, are often a good indicator

of malignancy.55 Sigfusson et al.55 have pointed out that

round and oval-shaped calcifications often indicate

benign processes, whereas linear and branching shapes are

an indicator for malignant lesions. DM53 is observed to

be better at detecting calcification as compared to

DBT.49,50 This has also been associated with unnecessary

recall, false negative results4 and inferior detectability of

ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)13 in DBT.

Although calcifications (and their morphology42) are

visible in DBT,1,10 the out of plane blurring pare off the

volumetric distribution of calcifications from individual

slices, resulting into a loss in calcification characteristics

and morphology. The detector48 and reconstruction noise

in DBT are also known to affect micro-calcifications

visualisation. Conversely, based on another study

involving 2–300 micron particle sizes, suspicious

(pleomorphic, clustered or segmental) calcifications are

equally (and in some cases superiorly) seen in DBT as

compared to mammography.56 It has been argued that the

other projection views of DBT could potentially improve

the calcification visibility.50 Viewing multiple DBT slices

together (slab technique) and then employing a maximum

intensity projection post-processing technique could

potentially improve the visibility of micro-calcification

clusters.56 A reduction in pixel binning and reconstruction

noise could potentially improve the detectability of

calcifications in DBT.42

In spite of the poor visibility of calcifications, the

diagnostic performance of DBT, as measured by AUC, did

not differ significantly when compared to DM.57 In

practice, DBT during assessment is still helpful in providing

information on the distribution of calcifications, despite

imperfect resolution. Calcifications may be identified as

scattered through the breast on multiple slices, tightly

grouped on a single slice or slab or in linear arrangement.

High case selection bias towards DM57 suggests lack of

understanding of whether DBT can detect calcifications

that were not revealed in DM. Future studies in DBT

should evaluate the detectability of calcifications and

ascertain whether use of super-resolution techniques can

improve their visibility.

Limitations of DBT

Visibility of some lesions (masses and calcifications) may

be adversely affected by the low-radiation dose

acquisition in DBT. This limitation, however, can be

mitigated in the assessment clinic, as a small increase in

the radiation dose is acceptable in favour of accurate

lesion assessment. Detectability of calcifications still

remains questionable in DBT49,50 due to loss in

calcification characteristics and morphology from out of

plane blurring. Concerns that lesions may rarely be

downgraded with use of DBT have also been raised,37

albeit for symptomatic breasts only.58

Radial scars, a benign sclerosing lesion, have superior

visibility in DBT as compared to DM59 but may mimic a

malignant mass-like appearance.60 This may increase the

number of false positives in DBT in assessment and

thereby increase the number of unnecessary biopsies.

Could DBT Assist in Biopsy?

Use of DBT in assisting biopsy is yet another area of

exploration. During an assessment examination, tissue

samples of possibly malignant lesions may be acquired

with the help of fine-needle aspiration (FNA)

(ultrasound-guided biopsy, stereotactic needle biopsy

(SNB)) or core biopsy procedures (including vacuum

assisted biopsy (VAB)). Lesion localisation is critical to

this procedure as failure to accurately obtain the

appropriate tissue sample either leads to multiple invasive

procedures or incorrect or ineffective tissue sampling.

DBT has the potential to detect lesions that are not

visible on mammography. Therefore, DBT may have an

important role to play in the sampling of such tissues.

Furthermore, DBT has the potential to assist with not

only accurate lesion localisation61 but also needle path

planning62,63 due to its 3D capabilities. Few studies have

focused on evaluating DBT in a biopsy scenario.

One study with a sample size of 205 women reported a

100% success rate in tissue sampling with DBT-guided

VAB, with 43% reduction in procedural time,61,64,65 with

Table 2. Number of mammographically occult ADs revealed by various imaging techniques, as reported by Partyka et al.52

AD seen in

Total number

of ADs

Spot-view

mammogram Ultrasonography

Magnetic

resonance imaging

Digital breast

tomosynthesis (DBTs)

Both digital mammography (DM) and DBT 1 – – – 1

Better in DBT compared to DM alone 6 5 4 – 6

DBT alone 19 7 6 3 19
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fewer acquisitions and without causing any complications

as compared to mammography-guided VAB.61 Another

recent study has seconded these results while also

reporting superior performance in targeting ADs.64 DBT-

guided VAB was also reported to be successful in

extracting clusters of fine calcifications64 that

mammography-guided VAB failed to achieve.61 These

results suggest that the biopsy co-ordinates obtained for

DBT-guided VAB were accurate and the technique to

calculate biopsy co-ordinates from the most suitable DBT

slice was superior to traditional triangulation methods

used in mammography-guided VAB. Initial results are

very promising and suggest that DBT has the potential to

assist with superior lesion localisation61 and can be

effective in biopsy as well, however, further research is

required to understand the efficacy of DBT in biopsy.

An optimal needle path planning is the key to

successful and convenient tissue sampling. An inaccurate

needle path planning often leads to complications such as

haematoma or the need for multiple attempts at tissue

sampling. In 100% of the cases, DBT-guided VAB

successfully obtained tissue samples in the first attempt.61

Hologic, Inc. has proposed the use of DBT in biopsy and

needle localisation capitalising on the 3D localisation

capabilities and high-contrast visibility of DBT.63 Another

study has proposed a probabilistic model for needle

localisation using DBT.62 Clip deployment as a marker of

the biopsy site can be performed at the end of the DBT

biopsy procedure, with clip position documented on two-

view standard mammography. However, to our

knowledge, only one study61 has reported use of DBT in

VAB and other areas of biopsy such as FNA, SNB are still

largely unstudied.

Conclusion

Although the results from population-based trials are

forthcoming, initial results on use of DBT in assessment

have been positive. The superior performance of DBT in

demarcation of mass, density and ADs could potentially

reduce the complexity of assessment by confirming

normality and reducing the number of required workup

views, by increasing the diagnostic accuracy of

mammographic lesion evaluation and by increasing the

radiologists’ confidence on diagnosis. The 3D capability of

DBT enables its use in biopsy and related procedures (e.g.

optimal needle path planning). Early results indicate that

DBT has the potential for successful adaptation in biopsy.
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